Text appears: Razer BlackShark V2 Pro. Wireless esports headset.

The Razer BlackShark V2 Pro headset floats in a dark environment.

Text appears: Super comfortable. Super easy to game with the whole day. S4.

A player from Alliance, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

Text appears: Clear and powerful sound for competing with. Ropz.

A player from mousesports, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

A quickfire montage of esports team logos appear to the drumroll.

Text appears: My daily driver. Without a doubt. Clearlove.

A player from EDG, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

Text appears: Exactly what you’d want from an esports headset. Armut.

A player from Mad Lions, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

Cut to a shot of the headset unplugging its cable to go wireless, before floating dramatically in a dark environment.

Cut to a shot of esports players gaming and lifting a trophy in celebration.


A player from EDG, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

Text appears: The perfect esports headset. Dev1ce.

A player from Ninjas in Pyjamas, the esports team, shares a quote about the headset. The quote appears beside a portrait of him.

Text appears: Trusted by pros.

The portraits of all the esports players flank the screen and get closer.

The Razer BlackShark V2 Pro splits into two, revealing that the headset is available in both black and white.


Razer logo appears.